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METEOROLOGICAL APPROACHES TO IRRIGATION SCHEDULINGi 

M. E. Jensen and D. F. Heermann2 

This pape-r briefly summarizes the recently developed, user-oriented USDA 
irrigation scheduling computer program that is being used in several states 
(3, 5, 6, 7) 3; the modifications that are underway, and the future refinements 
that are being _considered. 

Irrigation scheduling is a decision-making process that is repeated many 
times each year for each field. Instruments available for directly or in
directly measuring soil moisture or·the plant-water status have not been used 
extensively by the irrigator because they require reguular servicing and fre
quent readings. Furthermore, these instruments provide only part of the in
formation needed--they indicate the present status of soil moisture or the 
plant water status, not the expected date of che next irrigation or the amount 
of water needed . 

Evapo transpiration accounts for most of the depletion of soil moisture. 
Tremendous scientific gains have been achieved in measuring and predicting 
daily evapotranspiration. However, th~se developments generally have not been 
1n a form that the irrigated farm manager can use. The modern farm manager 
could use a service that will provide an estimate of the present soil moisture 
ltatus, predicted irrigation dates, and amounts of water to apply for each 
field. This information will increase his management skills through better 
and more profitable irrigation decisions than he is now able to make. 

USDA IRRIGATION SCHEDULING COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The concept of irrigation scheduling using meteorological data is not new 
(1, 12, 14 , 15, 16, 19, 20). The USDA computer program was developed coopera
tively with farm managers and service groups, and requires limited input data. 
lational equations are used so that each can be replaced as more accu_rate ones 
l?e developed. The principles and procedures involved are described in the 
following sections. 

V 1Cont ribution from the Northwest and Northern Plains Branches, Soil and 
~ ter Conservation Research Division, Agricultural Research Service, U. S. 
~ artment of Agriculture, in cooperation with the Colorado Agricultural 

eriment Station; Idaho Agricultural Experiment Station cooperating. 

~k 
2
The authors--M. E. JENSEN and D. F. HEERMANN--are respectively, Director, 

t ~ River Conservation Research Center, Kimberly, Idaho 83341, and Agricul-
a Engineer, Fort Collins, Colorado 80521. 

3 
Nu~bers i n parentheses refer to the appended references. 
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Soil Moisture Depletion ----- -- -·-- - . 
The major dependent variable is soil moisture depletion and the major com

ponents are: . 

_D • (E - R - I+ W) t e d [1] 

where D = depletion of soil moisture (after a thorough irrigation D = O); 
E s evapotranspiration; R = rainfall (excluding runoff); I = irriga
tion water applied; Wd = tfie drainage from the root zone; and i = 1 for 
the first day after a thorough irrigation when D = 0. The terms to the 
right of the equal sign are daily totals, expressed in inches, in the present 
computer program of th_is mo~e~--_ 

Potential Evapotranspiration 

The program first estimate"s ~aaily potential evaporative flux, ____ E*. (tJ-i_e: 
evaporative flux from a well-watered reference crop like alfalfa with 12 f~ ~ 
18 inches of top growth). A. combination equation (energy balance and aero- : 
dynamic) using daily values o~ a limited number of meteorological parameters 
provides adequate estimates of E* for this purpose. The most _common com-::- ~ 
bination . equation is that _ presented by Penman (13): - ·:: · -

- - -_ -.. - -: - - - - - - - - . -- -- ; .: . - .:, - : __: :- ..: -
- - · . .- - - ... - - - - .. - -- - -.:: .. - - .. -=- ·. -= 

where A I is the slope of the saturation vapor pressure-temperature curve -
(de/dT), y is the psychrometric constant, es is the mean saturation vapor 
pressure in mb (mean of the saturation vapor pressures at maximum and minimum 
daily air temperature) _, and ed is the estimated actual vapor pressure based 
on the saturation vapor pressure at mean dew point temperature in mb. The 
parameters A/(A + y) and y./(A + y) are mean air temperature weighting 
factors whose sum is 1.0 (6), W is total daily wind run in miles, Ru 
is daily net radiation in cal cm-2 , and G is daily soil heat flux in cal 
cm-2. 

The Penman equation tends to underestimate E* under high advective con
ditions (7, 17). Under these conditions, the aerodynamic term proposed by 
Van Bavel (18), 11.505W/[ln(z/z0 )] , may be preferred in place of (15.36) 
(l.O + 0.0lW) providing the roughness parameter used, z

0
, is in the range 

of 0.6 t o 1.0 cm. The parameter z is the height at which the windspeed is 
llleasured. 

-I 

-_ .... I 
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Estimates of daily potential evaporative flux> E*, are converted ·to 
., th equivalent _(Et ) in _inches using 585 cal g-1 as the latent heat of 

porization> (Etp g _ ~~0_0_~6J 3_ E~). _ _ _______ . ~- -= :.:·, _ 
taP. ,. ... -- -: · ~~-- - _ -- .· -- ~- --: _--=- - - .. - ·- --- -~~ - - . ·- . . - z-.:::. : -_ -

-. -- -- ·- - ;:.-:: .: · · - ... 5'-..:-: -;:.~ --:.---.:. ~- -: : -- - .:.~: -

~===::..::~ ::~.:~·::::~ - - ::: ·..:;::. :: : -::-:::-.·:·-;: ·..:::.::·_·; :. := ·.· -

; -:. -~; 

ad 
,. -

- -- ------:---__ -_,-==--- '-=-~----- --:..:..=-- -# -- --· - - _-:,. __ _ 

T24 +- T.l 4. .. __ ". __ = __ .· _.: _ _ 

-~~ -- ~-- __ (~·:;:; ~-~944_ :::d~}Jf ;;:/:}~~a):;··\ ~~~~:=:-~;:;" __ =--- = : ~ ~~ -[S ]: · 
=- - 5-::-_:::.;- - ._- -= ~ =-:- - : - ---- ... ____ .. .,._ -- ---~ ....... ..,.-.... -=--·: :-: ·.- -=~-.::-:?~:-=;I-~~?-~·==:.-- ~ .. -

=- -;: .. : - - - - - . - - -.: --- : . : ::. ~ ~: : ; : =: ·:: ·.: ·. : 
.. ;~ -~~s~iyea: ~9~;~-= f;ai~~-~?~: f~; ~ :~ d~y ~ - ; R~:~= is ~sola; - radia~! ~~ _ ~haf ~o~id' 
k!~pecte~ ox:i .. ;~~t _day =if .. fh~re __ "'!~~e _no clouds; ,: 0~77 -- R5 : ·represents the net 
llaortwave · radiation -absorbed ·by a green crop with full_ ~£, __ R1r- -- i~ the net 
outgoing longwave radiation, Rbo is the net outgoing long wave radiation in 
cal cm- 2 on a clear day, ed is the saturation vapor pressure at mean ~e~ - "· __ 

int temperature in mb> 11. 71 x 10-8 is the Stefan-Boltzinariri constant -~n - --- . . 
ca~--~~~~a~~~ ~~-~s_: ,,_and - T_2A ~and _- _TlA · -ar:~ _the ma~imum an~ ~~~~~um ~~-a:i}y __ ~i~ 

e~~~ux:_~s ,
0 

__ 5e,~pe~ctively> _in °K • .::. _ •.:: : --::-: :--: .::--: ·: ·-:.:: ·:: = _.., ~= _----- -- - -. ___ 
- -. . - - . =. .,:_ _ -· - · - - :-

The conita~t~ · ·;_ - -;~d b in equation [ 4] were originally derived from "is, Califo_rnia data> obt_ained from Pruitt 4 (1.35 and -0.35). More recently, ci: uatlons in ·rdaho under arid conditions where the nights frequently are 
~r,_gave values near 0.75 and 0.25 for a and b> respectively. These 

ieatio~s s eem l arge but they have very little effect with nearly clear 
s. As a first approximation, one can assume a = 1.0 and b = 0. 

,., An empir.ical equation is used in the program for daily soil heat flux: 
ee ~av~rage at r temperature _minus the average air temperature for the 

Previous days in °F) x 5. 

'"' · • O. Pruit t> personal communication. 

. .... --=- ... =- : - -,_ ·- - -
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~transpiration . : ' 

Evapotranspiration (Et) for a given crop and field is estimated using 

E • t 
[6] 

where Kc is a dimensionless coefficient similar to that proposed by van Wijk 
and de Vries (21) and Etp is the daily potential evaporative flux expressed 
in inches . The coefficient, Kc, represents the combined relative effects of 
the resis tance of water movement from the soil to the various evaporating sur
faces and the resistance to the diffusion of water vapor from the surfaces to 
the at~os phere, · and the relative amount of radiant energy available as com~ 
pared to the reference crop (4). The crop coefficient is adjusted for soil·· 
surface wetness and the soil moisture level as follows: 

-_ ..,..- ---= -- . - .. ·- -- . . - --
K 

C - K · K . +- K 
CO a _ __ S 

::- - ·.- - • - C-7] . 
. - - - - .: ... ~-- -= ·=-

where K = the mean crop coefficient based on experimental data where 
soil rnoi~gure was not limiting and .normal irrigation stands were used; Ka : = 
a soil moisture coefficient that varies from 0.0 to 1.0. In this program, ~ 

Ka was assumed to be proportional -to the logarithm of the percentage of re
maining available soil moisture (AM): Ka = ln(AM + 1)/ln 101; Ks is the 
!~crease in the co€fficient when the soil surface is wetted by ~rr~ga~ion or 
rainfall . The maximum value of KcoKa + Ks normally will not exceed 1.0 - . 
for most crops. The value of K5 was approximated for the first, second, and 
third day after a rain or irrigation, respectively using: (0.9 - Kc)0.8; 
(0.9 - Kc)0 .5; (0.9 - Kc)0.3. _ ' 

~inf al l-Irrigation 

Daily r ainfall excluding runoff is entered for each field. If runoff 
occurred, the recorded rainfall was arbitrarily reduced based on local exper
ience and judgement. Estimated increases in evaporation caused by rainfall 
Wetting - the soil surface cannot exceed the rainfall • 

. - --------- ··-- · 

When an adequate amou~t of irrigation water was applied, the soil mois-
ture depletion was assumed to be zero on the day of irrigation. With moving ___ _ 
sprinkler systems that apply a limited amount of water very uniformly, the 
amount applied is treated as rainfall. 

~ 
D Daily drainage estimates are not part of the present computer program. 

1rainage est imates are not needed if the amount of irrigation water added 
8 unknown, and the maximum amount of water that can be depleted is based 

,_, 
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aiaxi~um amount of water that can .be depleted by evapotranspiration for · 
OIi the i en soil and crop. Rainfall in excess of that required to reduce the 
• 1

1vtion to zero t s attributed to drainage on the day that it occurs. 
• e . . • 

If the maximum amount of water that can be depleted also includes that 
tion that may drain from the root zone, then a daily drainage estimate 

par be added as an optional subroutine. Initially this subroutine will be 
: ed on the expression proposed by Ogata and Richards (11). 

w -
-m w t 

0 
[8] 

re W is the water content when t--- = 1, and m is a constant derived 
aperime~tal ly for a given soil. When evapotranspiration occurs, the rate of 

ainage at a given water content may be less because the hydraulic gradient 
u also affected by the extraction of water by the crop. However, during the 
firs t few days after an irrigation, the hydraulic conductivity is usually 
large so tha t the hydrau lic gradient is not greatly affected by evapotrans
lration, and a correction similar to that proposed by Wilcox (22) could 

• used (9). 

Irrigation Schedules 

t· 

The numb er of days before the next irrigation is estimated from the re
ning soil moisture that can safely be depleted and the expected average 

D -D 
N - 0 [9] 

Et 

N - 0 for D > D 
0 

re N _ 
add - the estimated number of days until another irriga t ion is needed 

1st itional rainfall is not received, D
0 

is the maximum depletion of soil 
Ute 1" · f a Lowed f or the present stage of growth, D is the estimated deple-

, 0d So i l moisture, and Et = the mean rate of E for the three pre
bed ays and three forecast days. Mean evapotranspi?ation for the crop in

as measured at that location and time could be used if available. 

total· amount of water required for the next irrigation __ a_t - t:f1e point 
measurement (W

1
) is estimated as follows: 

- -- p- ---
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D 

WI 
0 

D D - -.- , > E 0 
. [10a] 

WI 
D 

D > D -E' 0 
[lOb] 

where D i s the estimated depletion of soil moisture and E is the attainable 
irrigation efficiency with the system involved. When necessary, Wr can be 
adjusted for the leaching requirements. 

for 
and 

INPUT DATA 

Three- categories of input data are required: (a) ,basic or tixed data 
each reg ion and Tie.ld, (b) current meteorological data for each region, 
(c) current data for each field. 

Basic Data 

The basic data consist of regional constants for the potential ·Et equa
tions, and data for each field. The latter involves the farm name, crop code 
number, alpha-numeric crop and field identification, planting date, estimated 
effective cover date, estimated harvest date, estimated overall irri gation 
efficiency f or each field based on the system being used, and the maximum 
amount of soi l water that could be depleted by evapotranspiration for each 
crop. The maximum depletion by evapotranspiration is estimated as the dif
ference between the soil-water content about 4 days after an irrigation· on- a 
soil that is about 2-3 feet in depth (covered to prevent evaporation), and the 
soil-water content reached when the given crop with a developed root system 
is allowed t o grow without irrigation until con1pletely wilted. Although water 
will still be draining from the soil, Miller (8) has shown that the 4-day wait
ing period f or a shallow·soil results in a water content that represents the 
effective fie ld capacity. A 6- to 10-day waiting period is required for deeper 
soils and root systems. 

furrent Meteorological Data 

Current meteorological data required for each region are: minimum and 
lllaJcimum air t emperatures, solar radiation, dew point temperature, and wind 
~ for each Julian calendar day since the last date of computation and for 

ree fo recast days. An optional, brief weather forecast can be included for 
each reg ion• 

~t Field Data 
r 

Current data for each field are: the alpha-numeric date of the last irrl
gatio 
th n, the a llowable soil moisture depletion at the present stage of growth, 
I>e;i~~te of the last irrigation if i t falls within the present computation 

, and the rainfall and/or irrigation amount with its date of occurrence. 
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-·-- e the wate r table is high, a portion of the water loss by evapotranspira-
11ter JJaY be supplied from the saturated zone. When this occurs, the allowable 
tiOOletion can be increased and the efficiency adjusted to reflect that portion 
cleP lied by irrigation. · 
tu??--:-; --.::.: ~ ~=·.:.-=:::: :.s: :;; .:. -:; ::;_; ·.: : ;_;'= ·· - ::: -- ~ ·-:: -.:. :- -: : :.: -_:-. 

- -;~ titref -ae·s·cription- of -the program steps, the FORTRAN program, sample cal-
1at1ons,- and -operational guides can be obtained on request from the authors. 

cu - -- ------ · - ;~.:. :. .:.::-__ ::'=: ·.::= =- .:.:_: :;·.:. -= ~-='=.:. -:c-_:.: -: =-=~-- --:-- · -
MODIFICATIONS UNDERWAY 

the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation has modified the program to provide gen
eralized irrigat ion forecasts for the major crops in an ·area of similar soils. 
lbese forecasts are updated weekly and dis_tributed to cooperators who provide 
their own field monitoring. This service is being evaluated in 1970 in Idaho 
.,--the USBR and Idah~ Agricultural Extension Service concurrently with the 
Didividual field scheduling service. The cost of the generalized schedules 

ould be less, and the results can be distributed more widely (5). However, 
ta!nfall is trea ted uniformly · for the areas and more interpretation by the 
1rrigator is ·required. - - ··- -----::-'-:- --- - - - - . - . -

~-- ::- ::: =- -;::; :~--=~: == ~; ·_: : ; : ~.: -:.:~ _: ·:. .:: : :.: __ ;. : .. : ·..: : ~:,:- ~: 
11hen uiied· I ri -se m"ihumid ·areas, the -probability ·of -rainfall needs to be 

C111Gsidere-d:·in -irrigation forecasts ·.= - The -addition ·of expected rainfall to 
tills "ir<igr-am--1s -cfesc·ribed ·in -the next -pa-per -Tri these proceedings. 
:f:: :-:. ::- =- ·:;:~ ~ Z·..:-;-: ·_- - - :- .. -..::-::~-::~-~~ ,~.-..: r-;.:. _- ___ :_:-~.:=- -=--- ___ .:.~: .. 
;: _::I~-_-ar;a;· ··wnei e--cif~tic condition·s are more ·variab-le than in the arid 
--t,- a ·mean· Et----ra.te that .is- ·more stable than that ·provided by a 6-day 

lean ls needed. An estimate of Et for the balance of the season is also 
•eded wnen irrigation dates are to be optimized. A simple procedure re-

iring only the mean maximum potential Ee, its time of occurrence, and 
1 t1 e parameter will be available on an optional basis· . . This procedure 
•:lizi:~s~ -t~~t :the dfatribution -of me-:n -potential Et_ can be represented by 
1 normal -distribution function :--.-· '='--_ '= -=::=.- ~ - -- --- -

. E 
:_tp 

- - - . -

· (11] 

- ------=- -- ---- ------ --
re E ' fi • the mean E expected at a given date t (in Julian days), 

oo.• t'g J ulian calendartRay when the maximum mean potential evapotransp i ra-
da ·tg• occurs (about July 15 in the Northern hemisphere), and ~t = 

la ~s efore and after ~, when Et = 0.37 ~~p- The suitability of 
f.olor:doc:dure is i llustrated in Figurepl for southern Idaho and for Akron, 

le Clo in _the nex t paper. The scatter in the spring _is due to highly vari-
0 bimatic condi tions. However, since most crops are planted in southern 
l.et~een Apri l 10 and June 1, the estimates are needed primarily after 

Cast The use of this procedure also eliminates the need for the 3-day 
5 of meteorological data, 
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Figure 1. Distribution of mean potential evapotranspiration 
at Kimberly, Idaho 
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When the amount of irrigation water applied is known, a drainage component 
can be added to the program (9). This will require additional data to deterni.ine 
the constants for equation 8. In addition, the maximum amount of water that can 
be depleted from the soil must also include drainage. The maximum water that 
can be depleted by Et and drainage can be defined as: "the maximum amount of 
water that can be removed by drainage and evapotranspiration, beginning one day 
after irrigation has ceased, with a given crop from a given soil. For reproduc
ibility, it is assumed that the soil has been irrigated by flooding until the 
wetting front has advanced beyond the root zone." 

An additional, optional subroutine is being developed to predict the opti-
111\lm timing of limited irrigations for water-short areas or where irrigation water !s expensive. Each time the program is run it will estimate the soil moisture 
epletion throughout the balance of the season and the probable yield reduction 

if no further irrigation is given. It will then predict the optimum time for 
:~Plyi~g specified increments of water. This proced~re requires rainfall prob
li i~it1es, the distribution of mean potential Et, .Et , and the effect of 
thmited water on yields. The latter item is the most ~ifficult to define at 

is time for most crops. Data such as that provided by Musick and Dusek (10) 
~an be used to develop approximate relationships. Some approximate models are 

0
~ available for this purpose (2, 4). 
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FUTURE REFINEMENTS 

cf.ardized Agricultural Meteorological Data 
~ -

::~ 11.anY presen t agricultural weather s.tations are not in an agricultural 
_.{z:onment, especially in arid areas. More accurate data (humidity, air tem-

racure and wind) will be available when these stations are standardized. ,. . - - . 

fl@t Growth Mode l s -
!fore accurate crop coefficients will be available when plant growth models 

,re used to predict leaf-area development and plant maturity. These models also 
uld . include t he effects of soil moisture deficits at all stages of growth on 

Jli~ds Wlder prevailing climatic conditions. 

t,apotranspiration Components -· :-
· _: 'Great.er accur acy in irrigation scheduling will be possible when more 

~ urate estimates of the evaporation component of evapotranspiration are 
anilable. These estimates are more important in higher rainfall areas. 

inage Problems 

Drainage problems 7 or wet soil conditions, that affect either plant growth 
harvesting operations can be reduced if irrigation scheduling programs are 

IDdified to include predictions of adverse effects of late irrigations in semi
id areas. Als o, the contribution to Et from water in the saturated zone 

ad its effect on soil moisture depletion needs to be incorporated where high 
ter tables exis t • 

SUMMARY 

A simple procedure for scheduling irrigations has been needed for many :-rs. Irrigation scheduling, using meteorological techniques and a computer, 
l tn't' practical . Computer facilities are presently available to anyone with 

e ephone in the Unite d States. Such irrigation scheduling can be initiated 
lac while further refinement is underway. Potential economic returns can 
ro/ed the costs of such a service by severalfold. The interest and enthusias·m ~rai: service that can provide data and forecasts of this type to the modern 

far ~or his decision-making processes are very high. With increasing costs 
lice tllling and decreasing water supplies, the modern farmer needs such a ser-

~ r . 1-forina emain solvent. Farmers who depend only on rainfall also need such 
llount tion to make decisions as to the need for fertilizer--or additional 
ldequ s of fertilizer--if it appears that the soil moisture conditions are 
~ for highe r yields. The information provided with this computer pro

C?eas also been educational to the irrigation farm manager, because it has 
ed his unde rstanding of the soil moisture reservoir and its management. 
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